Power Solutions
Pop-Up Power Outlets

Pop-Up Solutions when you need it
The Neat And Innovative Power Solution
Clipsal Pop-Up Power Outlets are ideal for any home or office applications where safe and convenient access to power is required. Neat and innovative, Clipsal Pop-Up Power Outlets provide a discreet and tidy appearance when not in use and their pop-up action is sure to impress. They accommodate a twin auto switched socket, which makes them ideal for almost any application.

For greater safety and peace of mind around the home, Clipsal Pop-Up Power Outlets are a fantastic solution for areas such kitchen or workshop bench tops. Electrical cables plugged into outlets on the side of bench tops could pose the risk of appliances or devices being pulled off, but Clipsal Pop-Up Power Outlets safely keep cables away from the risk of being caught or accessible to young children.

Stylish Colours. Sleek Design.
Clipsal have extended their range of pop-up power outlets to include a selection of colours to complement any interior décor, and when you combine this with the sleek design, you have a power solution that’s bound to turn heads.

Features and Benefits
- Easy access to power where you need it
- Twin power outlets
- Wide colour selection available
- Pre-wired for easy installation
- Compact and sleek design
- Splash and dust proof (IP44 rated)
- Safe power solution
- Adjustable lid

Product Specifications
- Amperage: 10A
- Voltage: 250 a.c.
- Dimensions (mm): 120 x 125 x 80
- Terminal Accommodation: 2 x 2.5mm²
- International Protection (IP): IP44

For more information about Clipsal’s Pop-Up Outlet range, contact your local Clipsal Representative, electrical wholesaler or visit clipsal.com